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Abstract
In order to understand the detailed mechanism by which a funda-
mental discreteness can provide a finite entanglement entropy, we con-
sider the entanglement entropy of two classes of free massless scalar
fields on causal sets that are well approximated by causal diamonds in
Minkowski spacetime of dimensions 2,3 and 4. The first class is defined
from discretised versions of the continuum retarded Green functions,
while the second uses the causal set’s retarded nonlocal d’Alembertians
parametrised by a length scale lk. In both cases we provide numerical
evidence that the area law is recovered when the double-cutoff pre-
scription proposed in [24] is imposed. We discuss in detail the need for
this double cutoff by studying the effect of two cutoffs on the quan-
tum field and, in particular, on the entanglement entropy, in isolation.
In so doing, we get a novel interpretation for why these two cutoff are
necessary, and the different roles they play in making the entanglement
entropy on causal sets finite.
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1 Introduction
Of the many hints from general relativity and quantum field theory that
the 4-dimensional, smooth manifold structure of spacetime may be radically
different, possibly discrete, at the fundamental level, the finiteness of the
entropy of black holes is the most telling of all. Indeed, the Bekenstein–
Hawking entropy [3] for a black hole of area A, SBH = A/4l
2
p, strongly
suggests an explanation in terms of a discrete, Planck-scale, spacetime sub-
structure.
Since this relation was first discovered there have been various proposals
attempting to explain what this entropy is, and in particular what degrees
of freedom it is counting. One of the first attempts was in terms of the
entanglement entropy of quantum fields living on the black hole spacetime
[25, 8].
Entanglement entropy is a direct consequence of the correlation structure
of states in a local relativistic quantum field theory. Indeed, these states
live in a Hilbert space that can be associated to a Cauchy surface of the
spacetime and, since Cauchy surfaces are achronal, can be decomposed into
a tensor product1 HA⊗HB, where HA,B are subspaces of HΣ associated to
disjoint subregions A,B ⊂ Σ such that A∪B = Σ. Therefore, given a state
ρΣ ∈ HΣ, one can trace over degrees of freedom associated to a subregion of
the surface, say A, to form a reduced density matrix ρB = TrA(ρΣ). If the
state ρΣ is pure, then ρB will not be pure in general and as such will have
a non-vanishing von-Neumann entropy associated to it SB = −TrρB log ρB.
It turns out that the entanglement entropy of the vacuum state of a
quantum field is not only nonzero, it is infinite. This divergence can be
traced back to the fact that the field lives on a continuum, thus allowing for
correlations in the state over arbitrarily small scales. These infinitely many
short range correlations get severed by the tracing procedure, thus leading
to an infinite entropy of the reduced density matrix.
It is not surprising then, that this divergence can be removed by intro-
ducing an ultraviolet cutoff that effectively restricts the correlations that
are traced over to be on length scales greater than a cutoff scale. When the
field is in its vacuum state this truncation leads to the famous area-law
S(ρB) =
Area(∂A)
ld−2
(1)
where Area(∂A) is the area of the codimension-2 surface separating A and
1Such a tensor product decomposition is not always possible. We will see an explicit
example of this failure later on in the paper.
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B, and l is the UV cutoff.2
As is usually the case when introducing a cutoff that renders an infinite
quantity finite, this can be thought of as a regulator that effectively fills in
for whatever the more fundamental, finite, description of the system may
be. In this paper we consider a particular fundamental model that allows
for a (in principle) finite account of entanglement entropy, namely causal set
theory.
Causal set theory postulates that the fundamental structure of space-
time is a locally finite partial order, also known as a causal set, or causet
for short.3 The order relation of the causal set is taken to underly the
macroscopic causal ordering of spacetime events, and the postulate of local
finiteness ensures that the structure is truly discrete. We denote the dis-
creteness length scale by `. In a sense, one can think of causal sets as being
made up of “atoms of spacetime” (the causal set elements) whose relation
is one of causal antecedence/descendence (the partial order).
We take here the view that a more fundamental description of quantum
field theory on a fixed background continuum spacetime is that of a quantum
field theory on a fixed, background causal set. Within this context one might
expect that the causal set’s discreteness, encoded by `, will guarantee a finite
entanglement entropy. However, as we will see shortly, this is not the case in
general, albeit the kind of divergences that we will encounter are of a very
different nature to the one that arises in the continuum, having more to do
with a lack of “proper” equations of motion, than the existence of vacuum
correlations over arbitrarily small scales.
It was first noticed in [24] that, by introducing two cutoffs in the cal-
culation of the entanglement entropy for a massless scalar field living on a
sprinkling of a finite, globally hyperbolic region of 2-dimensional Minkowski
spacetime, the area law could be recovered, together with the well-known
coefficient of 1/3.
In this paper we build on the work of [24] by extending their results to
higher dimensions and for a class of quantum field theories parametrised by a
nonlocality scale lk. Using their double cutoff prescription, we provide robust
numerical evidence for an area law in 2d for the field theory parametrised
by lk, and preliminary numerical evidence for an area law in 3 and 4d, with
important differences between the theories parametrised by lk > ` and those
with just the scale `. In the process we analyse the effect of the two cutoffs
2Note that we generically refer to this as the “area” law although in spacetime dimen-
sions d 6= 4 it is not really an area in the usual sense of the word.
3For modern reviews of causal set theory see [26, 13]
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by studying them individually and discussing their origin.
While one of the cutoffs can be seen as analogous to the cutoff that
renders the entanglement entropy finite in the continuum, and is in fact
necessary in order to make the entropy finite even in the causal set (although
for very different reasons), the other does not have a continuum counterpart,
but again appears to be necessary in order to match the continuum’s result
in cases where the entropy is known to vanish. Although the impact of
both cutoffs, when considered alone, can be understood to some extent, it is
still somewhat of a mystery why introducing both cutoffs together results in
an entanglement entropy that matches that of the continuum. We discuss
potential ways of resolving this puzzle in the final section.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the
relevant tools necessary for the construction of free, massless, scalar quantum
field theories on causal sets and Sorkin’s prescription for the calculation of
their entanglement entropy, which we refer to as the Sorkin entropy from
here on. In Section 3 we present the results concerning the computation of
the entanglement entropy in 2 3 and 4 dimensions with the double cutoff
prescription of [24]. In Section 4 we deal with the origin and interpretation of
such prescription both in the local and non-local field theory cases. Finally
in Section 5 we discuss possible interpretations of our findings and lessons
that can be learned therefrom.
2 Entanglement Entropy on Causal Sets
A causal set (or causet) is a locally finite partial order, (C,). Local finite-
ness is the condition that the cardinality of any order interval is finite, where
the (inclusive) order interval between a pair of elements y ≺ x is defined to
be I(x, y) := {z ∈ C | y  z  x}. We write x ≺ y when x  y and x 6= y.
Causal sets corresponding to continuum spacetimes are known as sprin-
klings. More specifically a sprinkling is a kinematical process used to gener-
ate a causet from a d-dimensional spacetime (M, g): it is a Poisson process
of selecting points in M with density ρ so that the expected number of
points sprinkled in a region of spacetime volume V is ρV . This process thus
generates a causet whose elements are the sprinkled points and whose order
is that induced by the manifold’s causal order restricted to the sprinkled
points. We say that a causet C is well approximated by a spacetime (M, g)
if it could have been generated by sprinkling into (M, g), with relatively
high probability.
Because sprinkled causets are both discrete and locally Lorentz invari-
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ant [7], they are also nonlocal, in the sense that the valency of every element
is infinite (or very large when curvature limits Lorentz symmetry) [21]. This
radical nonlocality appears to be both a feature and a misfeature at the same
time. On the one hand, it offers hope that a continuum regime of the sum-
over-histories dynamics of causal sets exists [6], on the other hand, it makes
for a tough challenge when trying to define (quasi-)local concepts.
A particularly striking example of the latter issue is in the definition of a
Cauchy-like surface on a causal set. Cauchy surfaces are first and foremost
achronal sets, and this property is easy to reproduce on a causet by selecting
a subset of elements that are all unrelated to each other, i.e. an antichain. A
maximal antichain is a an antichain that is not a proper subset of any other
antichain, and is the closest analogue of a Cauchy surface in a causal set.
But while Cauchy surfaces in the continuum “capture” all of the information
propagating in a spacetime – and as such provide the structure needed for an
initial-value formulation for particles and fields, including the gravitational
one itself – in the causal set do not have this property.4
The absence of “surfaces” on which initial data can be specified means
that standard quantisation techniques, in which a Hilbert space of states is
associated to a moment of time, cannot be applied to causal sets. Instead
one must look for an alternative formulation of quantum field theory that
does not rely on the mathematical machinery available when one has a
well-defined Cauchy problem. In the following section we describe such a
formulation.
2.1 The Sorkin–Johnston Ground State and Causal Set Green
Functions
Unlike traditional approaches to QFT, that start from the equations of mo-
tion, the Sorkin–Johnston (SJ) prescription starts from the retarded Green
function Gxy. We will not go into the details of the approach here (the
interested reader is invited to look at [23] for a detailed pedagogical intro-
duction), but will point out that one can schematically depict the logical
sequence of steps underlying the procedure as
G −→ i∆ −→W,
where i∆ = [φ, φ] = G−GT is the Pauli–Jordan function and W = 〈φφ〉 is
the vacuum Wightman function (the superscript T denotes the transpose).
4In fact, even arbitrary large thickenings of maximal antichains will in general fail to
have the property that every causal “curve” in the causet intersects it exactly once. The
only such “surface” with this property, in general, being the whole causal set itself.
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More specifically the Pauli–Jordan function ∆ provides information about
W through the relation
i∆ = W −W ∗. (2)
The SJ-vacuum can then be defined as
W = Pos(i∆) = R+
i
2
∆ (3)
where Pos stands for positive part and R := 〈{φ, φ}〉 = √−∆2/2. In the
literature, R is usually referred to as the Hadamard two-point function and,
in a free QFT, is the part of the Wightman function that gives information
about the state. This prescription therefore makes it possible to define a
(distinguished) ground state for any region of spacetime or causal set, given
a retarded Green function alone.
Consider now a real, free massless scalar field, φ, living on the causal set.
To be able to exploit the SJ prescription we need a definition for its retarded
Green function. Thus far in the causal set literature, almost exclusively
discretised versions of the continuum Green functions have been considered.
For example in d = 2, 3 and 4 dimensions these are given by
G(2)xy =
1
2
Cxy (4)
G(3)xy =
1
2pi
(piρ
12
)1/3 (
(C + I)2
)−1/3
xy
(5)
G(4)xy =
√
ρ
2pi
√
6
Lxy, (6)
for x ≺ y and zero otherwise, respectively. Here ρ = `−d, ` is the discreteness
scale, the matrix Cxy = 1 if x ≺ y and zero otherwise, while Lxy = 1 if
y ≺ x and there are no elements z ∈ C such that y ≺ z ≺ x and zero
otherwise, for all x, y, z ∈ C. It can be shown that, when averaged over
all sprinkling of Minkowski spacetime of their respective dimensions, these
operators reduce to the standard continuum retarded Green functions of 
in the limit ρ→∞ [16, 17]. 5
There also exists another prescription for defining Green functions on
causal sets that makes use of retarded d’Alembertian operators. It was
shown in [21] that despite the causal set’s radical nonlocality, it is still
possible to define wave operators with the property that when averaged
over sprinklings of Minkowski spacetime (i.e. the continuum limit), they
5Note that the 2d Green function on the causal set is unique in that its expectation
value is exactly the continuum Green function for all values of ρ.
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give rise to non-local operators that reduce to the standard d’Alembertian
operator in the local limit ` → 0. Following Sorkin’s original paper such
operators have been defined in all dimensions (and for an arbitrary number
of layers, although we will only consider the minimal cases here) and are
given by (see [14] for further details)
B(d)ρ φ(x) = ρ
2/d
aφ(x) + Lmax∑
n=0
bn
∑
y∈In(x)
φ(y)
 , (7)
where d labels the spacetime dimension for which the operator is defined,
a, bn are dimension dependent coefficients, In(x) represents the set of past
n-th nearest neighbours to x, and the various coefficients in dimensions 2,3
and 4 are given by
a b0 b1 b2 b3
d = 2 -2 4 -8 4
d = 3 − 1Γ[5/3]
(
pi
3
√
2
)2/3
1
Γ[5/3]
(
pi
3
√
2
)2/3 − 278Γ[5/3] ( pi3√2)2/3 94Γ[5/3] ( pi3√2)2/3
d = 4 −4/√6 4/√6 −36/√6 64/√6 −32/√6
Table 1: Table of coefficients in Eq.(7) for d = 2, 3, 4. The number of coeffi-
cients for every dimension corresponds to the “minimal” non-local operators,
i.e., the operators constructed with the minimum number of layers.
The operators (8) are nonsingular and can therefore be inverted to give
(nonlocal) retarded Green functions, G(d) := (B(d))−1.
In fact, we will be dealing with slightly generalised versions of these
operators that are parametrised by a nonlocality length scale, lk ≥ `; where
lk = ` is the minimal amount of nonlocality that one can get away with
without spoiling the local limit. They are defined as
B˜(d)ρ φ(x) = (ρ)
2/d
aφ(x) + ∞∑
m=0
b˜m
∑
y∈Im(x)
φ(y)
 , (8)
where  = (`/lk)
d and
b˜m = (1− )m
Lmax∑
n=0
(
m
n
)
bn
n
(1− )n . (9)
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Note that when lk = ` Eq. (8) reduce to (7), and their local limit in the
continuum is also the standard d’Alembertian operator. But while the non-
locality of the continuum limit of (7) is restricted to scales of order `, that
of (8) is of O(lk).
Again the operators B˜(d) can be represented by non-singular triangular
matrices and can be inverted to obtain generalised nonlocal retarded Green
functions parametrised by the nonlocality scale lk.
2.2 Sorkin Entropy
The final ingredient needed in order to explore the question of entanglement
entropy of a quantum field on a causal set is a definition of entropy that
does not require the notion of state at a moment of time.6 A covariant
definition of entropy for a Gaussian field, given purely in terms of spacetime
correlators, was given in [22] and goes as follows.
Let W and i∆ denote the Wightman and the Pauli–Jordan two point
functions of a free (Gaussian) scalar field theory. Then, given a spacetime
region U , the Sorkin entropy of the field in U relative to its complement is
given by
S(U) =
∑
λ
λ ln |λ|, (10)
where λ are the eigenvalues of the generalised eigenvalue problem
W |U v = iλ∆|U v s.t. R|U v 6= 0, (11)
The subscript U indicates that the eigenvalue problem must be solved for the
two-point functions restricted to pairs of points (x, y) ∈ U . Each eigenvalue
λ in (10) must be given its correct multiplicity, which can be done by letting
v ∼ u if u = v + w, where w ∈ kerR|U .
The fact that we have the condition R|Uv 6= 0, instead of the arguably
more natural ∆|Uv 6= 0, is because positivity of the Wightman function
(W ≥ 0) only implies that kerR ⊆ ker ∆, the converse inclusion not being
guaranteed in general. So when kerR is a proper subset of ker ∆ there
exist v ∈ ker ∆ for which λ = ∞ is the only solution to (11). When this
happens we find an infinite entropy. This result can be traced back to
normally distributed, purely classical components of the operator albegra
AU . Strictly speaking therefore, when kerR 6= ker ∆ the entropy is not an
6Recall that we don’t have access to the vacuum state |0〉 directly, but only via the
two point function 〈0|φφ|0〉 [23].
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entanglement entropy. These last points can also be understood from the
algebraic viewpoint of the QFT.
To this end let i = 1, 2, . . . , N be a natural labelling of the causal set C.
We can think of the field as a vector in RN 3 φ, where each component φi
is the value of the field at i. Let A be the algebra generated by {φi | i ∈ C}
acting irreducibly on a Hilbert space H, together with a global state ρ such
that 〈A〉 = Tr(ρA) for all A ∈ A. Let AU be the subalgebra generated by
the set of operators ΦU := {φi | i ∈ U}, where U ⊂ C. U will typically be
chosen to be a causally convex subset of C. The commutant of ΦU , denoted
Φ′U , is defined as the set of all operators that commute with all operators
in ΦU . From von-Neumann’s bicommutant theorem we have AU = Φ′′U and
A′U = Φ′′′U = Φ′U [15].
The centre of AU is given by ZU = AU∩A′U , and consists of all operators
that commute with AU . An algebra is called a factor if its centre consists
of only multiples of the identity ZU = 1. If AU is a factor then it can
be expressed as a factor of a tensor product, and the Hilbert space can be
factorised into H = HU ⊗ HU ′ . Note that in our case the A′U is generated
by {φi | i ∈ U¯}, where U¯ is the spacelike complement of U . Triviality of the
centre corresponds to the condition that kerR = ker ∆ in our language. This
is because nontrivial operators in the centre are given by v ·φ, for v ∈ ker ∆,
v /∈ kerR, which can be shown to be identically zero when kerR = ker ∆.
Note also that when kerR 6= ker ∆ then no irreducible representation of AU
exists. As we will see shortly this effectively leads to superselection sectors
in H.
In cases where the centre is not trivial one can still define a notion of
entropy that reduces to standard entanglement entropy when the centre
is trivial [11]. The crucial step in the definition is to find a basis that
diagonalises the centre. In this basis a generic element of the centre is given
by 
λ11d1 0 . . . 0
0 λ21dm . . . 0
...
...
...
0 0 . . . λm1dm
 (12)
where each 1dk is a dk×dk identity matrix. In this basis the algebra AU∪A′U
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is isomorphic to
A1U ⊗A′1U 0 . . . 0
0 A2U ⊗A′2U . . . 0
...
...
...
0 0 . . . AmU ⊗A′mU
 , (13)
and AU is isomorphic to the block-diagonal representation of the full matrix
algebra 
A1U 0 . . . 0
0 A2U . . . 0
...
...
...
0 0 . . . AmU
 . (14)
The Hilbert space can be written as H = ⊕kHkU ⊗HkU¯ , each k corresponding
to a distinct superselection sector. We can perform a partial trace of the
state ρUU¯ over U¯
ρU := TrU¯ (ρUU¯ ) =

p1ρ
1
U 0 . . . 0
0 p2ρ
2
U . . . 0
...
...
...
0 0 . . . pmρ
m
U
 , (15)
where Tr(ρkU ) = 1 for all k, and
∑
k pk = 1. The entropy of this state is then
S(U) = −Tr(ρU log ρU ) = −
∑
k
pk log pk −
∑
k
pkTr(ρ
k
U log ρ
k
U ), (16)
where the first term is the classical Shannon entropy and the second is a
sum of the entanglement entropy for each sector weighted by the pk. When
elements of the centre are normally distributed random variables (as will be
the case for our vacuum state) then the Shannon entropy term is known to
be infinite, unless some cutoff is introduced.
To summarise, the Sorkin entropy of a spacetime region U corresponds
to the entanglement entropy of that region when kerR = ker ∆. Further-
more, it is equal to the entanglement entropy of Σ when Σ is a Cauchy
surface of U . If kerR 6= ker ∆ then the Sorkin entropy of U is not a mea-
sure of entanglement entropy alone, but includes contributions coming from
purely classical components of the Wightman function. These can also be
understood from the algebraic viewpoint, where kerR 6= ker ∆ implies that
AU has a non-trivial centre, so that the Hilbert space cannot be split into
a tensor product.7 The centre’s contribution to the entropy can be under-
7The Hilbert space in fact becomes a direct integral of Hilbert spaces.
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stood as the Shannon entropy of a classical random variable. This is infinite
in the case of a gaussian theory.
3 Sorkin Entropy with a Double Cutoff
Let us now consider a free, real scalar field living on a fixed causal set that is
well-approximated by Minkowski spacetime of d = 2, 3 or 4 dimensions. The
vacuum state of the field will be given implicitly in terms of the Wightman
two-point function, W , and is defined using the SJ-prescription described in
Section 2. We consider two classes of theories:
1. QFTs for which the Green functions are given by equations (6), which
we shall refer to as “local”,
2. QFTs for which the Green functions are given by the inverse of non-
local retarded d’Alembertian operators (7), which we shall refer to as
“nonlocal”.
Following the the prescription of [24], we begin by computing the entropy
in the presence of two cutoffs on W . In later sections we will explore the
physical significance of these cutoffs.
3.1 The setup
In Minkowski spacetime of dimension 2,3 and 4 we sprinkle into a causal di-
amond, O, centred at the origin of the coordinate system and whose future
and past most tips lie at (1/2,0) and (−1/2,0) respectively in all space-
time dimensions, see Figure 1. We define the SJ-vacuum of the sprinkled
causet, CO, using the prescription given in Section 2 for both classes of Green
functions. Within CO we select a subcauset, CU , lying within a smaller di-
amond, U , also centred at the origin and whose future and past most tips
lie at (a/2,0) and (−a/2,0) for some 0 < a < 1 such that the ratio be-
tween the coordinate volumes of the outer and inner diamonds is fixed to
be V/VU = 1/4.
Before computing the Sorkin entropy of WU we perform the double cutoff
prescription described in [24]. The first cutoff is done on the global Wight-
man function, and is in effect a redefinition of W following a truncation of
∆. In particular, we define a truncated Pauli-Jordan function, ∆κ, by taking
∆ and setting α → 0 whenever |α| ≤ κ, α ∈ spec(i∆) for some positive κ
(here spec(i∆) denotes the spectrum of i∆). We then define a regularised
vacuum two-point function by Wκ := Pos(∆κ). The second cutoff is similar
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to the first, except that it is imposed inside the region where the entropy
is computed (in our case region U), and is performed on both ∆κ|U and
Wκ|U (equivalently Rκ|U ) simultaneously. As we will see later on, this cut-
off is similar in spirit to the cutoff one imposes in the continuum to make
the entropy finite, since by choosing it appropriately one is in some sense
excluding “transplanckian” modes from the computation. We will discuss
their significance further in Section 4.
Having made this double truncation we compute the Sorkin entropy of
U by first numerically solving the generalised eigenvalue problem (11) with
Wκ|U and i∆κ|U , and then calculating S(U) =
∑
λ λ log |λ|.
Figure 1: Inner and outer diamonds for a sprinkling in 2d Minkowski, with
N = 2048 and V/VU = 4. The Sorkin entropy S(CU ) is the causet analogue
of the entanglement entropy of the vacuum state on Σ restricted to the
interior of the diamond.
3.2 Selecting a Cutoff
To be able to determine how the entropy scales as one varies the discrete-
ness scale `, we must fix a cutoff on i∆’s spectrum that has the appropriate
scaling with N . Consider for example the spectrum of i∆ in the continuum
in a 2d causal diamond of side length L given by αcont = L/(2k), where
for large integer n, the wavenumber, k, associated to each eigenmode of i∆
is k ∼ pin/L [1] . The cutoff, both in the large diamond and the smaller
subdiamond, is then implemented by setting to zero all eigenvalues of i∆
smaller than some minimum value, αcontmin , usually taken to correspond to the
minimal wavelength mode with maximum wavenumber kmax = 2pi/lmin [20].
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One can think of the cutoff as effectively excluding modes whose wavelength
is smaller than some minimum wavelength from the calculation of the en-
tropy. Note that even though this interpretation of the cutoff is not Lorentz
invariant, the procedure by which it is implemented is.
In order to translate this minimum eigenvalue in the continuum to the
cutoff in the causal set, we simply identify the cutoff scale lmin with the
fundamental discreteness scale ` = ρ−1/d, and multiply by a factor of 1/ρ to
get the dimensions right.8 Thus
αmin = ρ
√
V
2kmax
= ρ
√
V
4pi
` =
√
N
4pi
, (17)
where we used V = L2 and ρ = N/V .
Therefore, as we increase the sprinkling density ρ, the scale at which
we implement the cutoff increases as
√
N . This specific dependence of the
minimal eigenvalue – roughly corresponding to a mode of wavelength ` –
on N is what ensures that as we vary N we are consistently truncating the
spectrum associated to modes of wavelength < `. Note that for a given N ,
this cutoff truncates the part of the spectrum that grossly deviates from the
continuum’s spectrum, see Figure 2. Furthermore, it is also worth noticing
that the spectrum for the nonlocal theory, with lk 6= ` in the UV, is offset by
a factor of two relative to the spectrum of the local theory. The difference
between the two spectra begins to emerge when eigenvalues are roughly of
order Llk, where nonlocal effects become relevant. This implies that, even
though the cutoff’s dependence on N is left unchanged (as we will argue
shortly), it differs from that of the local theory by an overall factor of 2
α
(nl)
min = 2ρ
√
V
2kmax
= ρ
√
V
2pi
` =
√
N
2pi
. (18)
A similar analysis in higher dimensions would require the knowledge of
spectrum of i∆ in the causal diamond. However, since the cutoff is imple-
mented in the UV, we are only really interested in the scaling of eigenvalues
of the UV modes with k. One can argue that these will also go like L/k (to
8The origin of the mismatch between the dimensions of i∆ in the discrete and the
continuum is due to the fact that, in the continuum theory i∆ is a Hermitian integral
operator with mass-dimension −2 in every spacetime dimension (see [20]). Whereas, in
the discrete theory i∆ coincides with its would-be integral kernel in the continuum, which
is just the commutator of two field strenghts, and as such it has spacetime dimension d−2,
where d is the spacetime dimension. Thus, a conversion factor with dimension d is needed
in order to compare the spectrum in the discrete with the one in the continuum.
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0.001
0.100
Figure 2: Positive part of spec(i∆) for a diamond in Minkowski spacetime
for both a sprinkling of the diamond (in red for the local theory and green
for the nonlocal theory) and in the continuum (in blue). The eigenvalues
have been ordered by size from largest to smallest. The red line represents
the case discussed in the previous section of a local Pauli–Jordan function,
the blue line is the spectrum of the continuum theory and the green one
represents the spectrum of the nonlocal Pauli–Jordan function with lk = 0.2.
The black, dashed line signals the end of the strictly infrared spectrum and
the onset of the nonlocal regime.
leading order) in all dimensions, so that in d-dimensions we have
α
(d)
min = cd ρ ` V
1
d = cd ρ
1− 1
dV
1
d = cd V
2
d
−1N1−
1
d . (19)
where coefficient cd parametrises our ignorance about the exact spectrum of
i∆ in the continuum, and in our simulations will be chosen so that it gets
rid of the part of the spectrum that rapidly falls to zero, as in 2d.
Finally we must discuss the choice of cutoff for nonlocal theories. As we
already noted for the 2d nonlocal theory, the UV part of the spectrum differs
from that of the local theory. 2d is peculiar in that the difference between
the spectra of the local and non-local d’Alembertians, and therefore of i∆, in
the UV in the continuum is merely a constant factor (see Equations (40)). In
higher dimensions however, the functional dependence of the d’Alembertian
on k itself changes in the UV, and therefore so does that of the spectrum of
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i∆. So the question becomes whether one should adapt the dependence of
the cutoff on the power of k (and therefore on N via kmax = 2pi/`) entering
the eigenvalues of i∆ in the UV, or whether one should stick with the cutoff
used for the local theories.
The answer appears to be that if one wants to compare the two entropies
then the same cutoff should be chosen for both theories. Indeed, when one
computes the entropy for the nonlocal theories in the continuum using stan-
dard techniques (see Appendix A), the same cutoff is used (by construction)
for both the local and nonlocal theories. It is clear that if one adapted the
choice of cutoff to the d’Alembertian’s dependence on k in the UV then the
scaling of the entropy would change, and a direct comparison with the lo-
cal result would be meaningless. Thus, in our simulations we have used the
same cutoff, given by Equation (19), for both the local and nonlocal theories
in every dimension.
3.3 Numerical Results
With functional forms for the cutoffs in all dimensions at hand, we can now
proceed to compute the entanglement entropy of the region U . In each case
we implement the cutoff given in (19) in the large diamond, and the same
cutoff, with V replaced by VU , in the small diamond. The parameter setting
the size of the inner diamond is chosen to be a−1 = 4, 25/3, 2
√
2 for d = 2, 3, 4
respectively. Results are shown in figures 3, 4 and 5. For each dimension we
show plots for both the local theory and the nonlocal theory with lk = 0.2
in 2 and 3 dimensions and lk = 0.15 in 4d.
Consider first the 2d results shown in 3. Note how both the local and
nonlocal theories are in good agreement with the known continuum result [9],
including the overall coefficient of 1/3.
Next consider the 3d and 4d data shown in figures 4 and 5. Here our
data is not as conclusive as in 2 dimensions, something which can most likely
be traced back to the fact that the sprinkling densities in these dimensions
are much smaller than in 2d, with the 4d attaining the smallest densities
altogether. Nonetheless, there are strong hints that the scaling at the highest
densities is approaching an area law, at least for the local theory. Indeed
recall that in d > 2 the area law is
S(U) ∼ L
d−2
ld−2
∼ Ld−2ρ1−2/d, (20)
where L is a length scale associated to the boundary of the subregion. One
would therefore expect the slope in a log-log plot against ρ to asymptote
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Figure 3: Entanglement entropy vs. number of points in the subregion U for
the local (left) and nonlocal (right) theories with cutoffs on both the global
Wightman function, W , and Wκ|U .
1 − 2/d as N gets large. While our numerical data for the local theory
appears to be consistent with this limit, in the nonlocal theory the slope
is less pronounced, suggesting that the scaling of entropy with ` is weaker
than an area law. As we will see shortly, this turns out to be consistent
with continuum calculations for the entanglement entropy of nonlocal field
theories parametrised by a scale lk, when lk differs from the cutoff scale `
needed to render the entanglement entropy finite.
Modulo this caveat for the nonlocal theories, that will be further dis-
cussed in the next section, one can say with some degree of confidence that
the numerical simulations for the Sorkin entropy on causal sets with two cut-
offs, is consistent with the area law in the dimensions discussed. Obviously,
a more definitive statement on this would require simulations to higher den-
sities, and we are hopeful that we will be able to achieve this in the near
future using the new causal sets generator introduced in [12].
3.4 Entanglement Entropy for Nonlocal QFTs in the Con-
tinuum
The continuum limit of the Green functions used in the construction of
our causet QFTs are known to be Green functions of nonlocal, retarded
d’Alembertian operators [4] (except for the 2d local theory, whose contin-
uum limit is the exact retarded Green function for ). One could ask there-
fore how our causet results for the entanglement entropy compare with the
entanglement entropy of their respective nonlocal field theories in the con-
tinuum.
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Figure 4: Entanglement entropy vs. number of points in the subregion U for
the local (left) and nonlocal (right) theories with cutoffs on both the global
Wightman function, W , and Wκ|U . The blue dashed lines have slopes ρ1/3
(left) and ρ2/9 (right), they correspond to the “area-law” scaling expected
in the local theory and in the nonlocal theory (as for Eq. (32)) respectively.
To that end note that the entanglement entropy of (free) nonlocal field
theories in the continuum in d-dimensions is given by [18] (see Appendix A
for further details)
S =
A(Σ)
12(4pi)(d−2)/2
∫ ∞
2
ds
s
Pd−2(s), (21)
where  is a UV cutoff that makes the integral finite (s has dimensions of a
length squared) and
Pd−2(s) =
2
Γ(d−22 )
∫ ∞
0
dp pd−3 e−sF (p
2), (22)
where F (p2) is the Fourier transform of the d’Alembertian operator. For
the class of nonlocal field theories parametrised by lk > `, F (p
2) depends
on lk, so that an lk dependence will in general enter the area law (32). We
will also set  = ` since we assume that the fundamental cutoff is given by
the fundamental discreteness set by the causal set.
Even though a closed form solution of (33), and therefore (32), does
not exist, one can find the leading order UV contribution to the entropy
analytically. By using the UV limit of F in d = 2, 3 and 4 dimensions, we
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Figure 5: Entanglement entropy vs. number of points in the subregion U for
the local (left) and nonlocal (right) theories with cutoffs on both the global
Wightman function, W , and Wκ|U . The blue dashed lines have slopes ρ1/2
(left) and ρ1/4 (right), they correspond to the “area-law” scaling expected
in the local theory and nonlocal theory (as for Eq. (32)) respectively.
find that in the limit p2  l2k,
S
(2)
UV ∝ ln
(
L
`
)
,
S
(3)
UV ∝
A(Σ)
`2/3 l
1/3
k
,
S
(4)
UV ∝
A(Σ)
` lk
.
(23)
(The interested reader is invited to look at Appendix A for more details).
A few comments are in order.
First note that in d = 3, 4, the scaling of the entropy with respect to the
cutoff ` is weaker than in the local case due to the presence of the nonlocality
scale lk in the UV expansion of d’Alembertian (Eq. (40)). While in d = 2,
the nonlocality scale does not enter the UV expansion of the wave operator,
hence the leading contribution to the entanglement entropy in the UV is
unchanged relative to the local theory.
Secondly, even though the continuum limits of the 3 and 4d local theories
on the causal set are also nonlocal, the divergence of the (UV limit of the)
entanglement entropy in these theories is left unchanged with respect to
the local theory, because the nonlocality scale in these cases is the cutoff
scale lk = `. This fact is further confirmed by numerical simulations of the
nonlocal theories with lk = l, which show a stronger divergence with respect
to the case lk > `.
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This analysis confirms that for lk > ` the entanglement entropy should
diverge less rapidly than the usual area law as `→ 0, and appears to be con-
firmed by our numerical results which are consistent with the scalings (23),
in the asymtptotic limit. Again, larger simulations are needed to to confirm
the asymptotic regime has indeed been reached.
4 Sorkin Entropy: Local and Global Cutoff
Having discussed properties of the Sorkin entropy in the presence of two
cutoffs, one might wonder why the need to introduce these cutoffs at all,
given that the whole idea behind computing entanglement entropy on causal
sets was to get a finite entropy without the need to introduce a cutoff. This
question is a valid one, and in the next two sections we will study the
entropy on causal sets without any cutoffs, as well as with the two cutoffs
implemented individually, in order to try and get a better understanding
for why they are needed and what it is that they do. (In the sections that
follow, whenever we refer to, or show results of, numerical simulations, they
are for the local theory in 2d. But the general arguments also hold in other
dimensions and for the class of nonlocal field theories.)
4.1 The Need for a Local Cutoff
Consider again the set-up of Fig.1. We begin by computing the Sorkin
entropy of WU in the absence of any cutoff. The first thing to note is that in
subregion U , kerR|U 6= ker ∆|U in general, see Figure 6, so that the entropy
is actually infinite. Now recall that these infinities are different from the one
that appears in the continuum, in that they come from classical components
of the Wightman function, and not from correlations over arbitrarily small
scales. This immediately suggests that the entropy can be made finite by
implementing a cutoff on W |U in such a way as to augment the kernel of
its real part R|U . In practice this can be done by imposing that v ∈ kerR
if v ∈ ker ∆, which leads to a new Wightman function in U that we will
denote by W˜ |U .
We can also understand the cutoff on W as a deformation of the algebra
AU . Before the cutoff the (pre-deformed) algebra AU is fully characterised
by {φi | i ∈ CU}, the quadratic relations i∆ijU = [φi, φj ] and the linear re-
lations u · φ = 0, u ∈ kerRU . But after the deformation the set of linear
relations is enhanced to v ∈ ker ∆|U [22].
Having defined W˜ |U we can recalculate the Sorkin entropy of U . Fig-
ures 7 and 8 show plots of the Sorkin entropy in 2,3 and 4 dimensions for
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Figure 6: Plot of the average difference between ker ∆|U and kerR|U .
the local and nonlocal theories respectively. In all cases we find that the
entropy scales like the spacetime volume of the region, which is consistent
with the results found in [24].9
The cutoff used to define W˜ |U made the entropy finite by deforming W
just enough so that kerR = ker ∆. But one can now ask what happens
if the cutoff is increased, so as to augment both kerR and ker ∆ further,
while preserving that kerR = ker ∆. Looking back at the spectrum of
i∆|U (see e.g. Figure 2), one can see that the cutoff can be chosen so as
to eliminate that part of spec(i∆|U ) that deviates from the continuum’s
spectrum altogether. If we do this then the entropy of U scales differently
with `. In particular, in 2d the scaling law is actually logarithmic (but with
a coefficient that is greater than 1/3), while in higher dimensions the scaling
improves but not to the extent that one recovers an area law (at least not
at the densities explored in our simulations).
9Note that even though the entropy of U is now finite, the deformed algebra AcutU still
has a non-trivial centre, since kerR|U¯ 6= ker ∆|U¯ where U¯ is the spacelike complement of
U . Therefore one would have to impose a cutoff also on WU′ in order to ensure that both
the entropies of U and U¯ are finite and that the Hilbert space can be written as a tensor
product HU ⊗HU¯ . However, since neither W |cutU nor W |cutU¯ correspond to restrictions of
W to their respective regions or, equivalently, AcutU and A′cutU are not subalgebras of A,
the state whose partial traces we are computing the entropy of, i.e. ρUU¯ ∈ HU ⊗HU¯ , will
not in general satisfy Tr(ρUU¯A) = Tr(ρA) for A ∈ AU ∪ A′U . In fact ρUU¯ is not even a
state in the algebra AU ∪ A′U , but rather is a state in AcutU ∪ A′cutU ). We will come back
to the question of what the global state for which the restriction to U and U¯ gives this
entropy is, and how one should interpret it, in Section 5.
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Figure 7: Finite part of the entanglement entropy vs. number of points
in the subregion U for d= 2 (left), 3 (right) and 4 (bottom). This finite
contribution is obtained by matching the kernel of R to the one of ∆ and
follows a spacetime volume law.
We can think of the cutoff in U as serving a double purpose: first and
foremost it renders the entropy finite; and secondly it can be chosen so
as to eliminate part of the spectrum of i∆ that one would associate to
transplanckian modes in the continuum. As we will see in the next section
this cutoff alone does not help when computing the entropy of regions whose
entropy is known to vanish in the continuum. This will indicate the need
for a second cutoff on the global Wightman function.
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Figure 8: Finite part of the entanglement entropy vs. number of points in
the subregion U for d= 2 (left), 3 (right) and 4 (bottom), in the nonlocal
case. This finite contribution is obtained by matching the kernel of R to the
one of ∆ and follows a spacetime volume law.
4.2 The Need for a Global Cutoff
Thus far in our analysis we have restricted our attention to the setup de-
scribed in Section 3.1, but one can compute the Sorkin entropy for other
subregions too. It turns out that, much like for region U discussed previ-
ously, kerR|K 6= ker ∆|K is generally true for any proper subregion, K, of
the causal set. Thus, the entropy of any subregion is infinite.
A particularly interesting class of regions are what we refer to as “Cauchy
regions”. In the continuum these are simply subregions, K, such that
D+(K)∪D−(K) is the full spacetime, and one can think of them as thicken-
ings of Cauchy surfaces. Cauchy regions in causal sets are similarly defined.
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For example, Figure 9 shows two particular Cauchy regions defined as the
future, D+(Σ), and past, D−(Σ), Cauchy domains of dependence of the
Cauchy surface Σ defined by t = 0.10
⌃
P
Q
Figure 9: Causal diamond in M2 with Cauchy surface Σ. P and Q are the
future and past domains of dependence of Σ respectively.
In the continuum the entropy of this region must vanish, since the algebra
of P := D+(Σ), AP , is equivalent to the full algebra A by virtue of the
equations of motion.11 In a sense this is what it means to be a Cauchy
region, in the continuum. But as we discussed already, in the causal set we
are faced with the problem that in these subregions kerR|P,Q 6= ker ∆|P,Q
in general, so that their entropy is infinite.
However, introducing a cutoff like the one imposed in U does not actually
enforce the vanishing of this entropy. While it does render it finite, it still
scales like 1/`d and therefore diverges in the limit ` → 0. Furthermore,
increasing the cutoff does not help, because it merely weakens the divergence
of S with ` without eliminating it altogether, unless one is willing to throw
10In the causal set one would have to define this partition in terms of the causal set
alone and not with reference to a property of the continuum spacetime we sprinkled into,
such as the surface t = 0. This can be easily done by using a maximal antichain as the
analogue of a Cauchy surface, with regions CP and CQ then given by the future and past
of the maximal antichain respectively. For the purposes of our analysis this distinction
will not be important, but the reader should keep in mind that the setup can be made to
be fully independent of the sprinkled region.
11In fact, even the (formal) algebra generated by operators φ and φ˙ on Σ is equal to A,
due to the second order, hyperbolic nature of the equations of motion.
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away the whole spectrum of i∆.
This peculiar property of the entropy on the causal set appears to be
symptomatic of poorly defined equations of motion. Indeed, recall that when
ker ∆ = kerR, as is the case for the global Wightman W , ker ∆ defines the
equations of motion via the linear relations
ATφ = 0, (24)
where A is defined as
A = (v1 v2 . . . vd), (25)
and vα, α = 1, . . . , k = dim(ker ∆) is a basis for ker ∆. But k is typically
very small, and grows very slowly with N ; for example in 2d numerical
simulations suggest that k ∼ O(log N) (c.f. Figure 6). This implies that
only regions whose size is & N−log N stand a chance of having zero entropy
(since in that case the few linear relations defined by (24) could potentially
fix the algebra on the remaining ∼ log N elements).12 To further exacerbate
the problem, when the entropy of a subregion is non-zero it is (typically)
infinite.
When viewed this way a fix to this infinite entropy presents itself. That
is to increase k so as to ameliorate the equations of motion. In practice
this step can be achieved by a deformation of ∆ that sets α → 0 whenever
|α| ≤ κ, for some κ > 0, and then redefining the vacuum two-point function
Wκ := Pos(i∆κ). (26)
The effect of this deformation of ∆ and W , is two-fold.
First, ∆κ now has a much larger kernel that grows linearly in N ,
kκ := dim(ker ∆κ) ≈ β(κ)N, (27)
for some κ dependent coefficient β, see Figure 10.13 Hence, given a Cauchy
region K of size n, whose complement has size m = N − n = (1 − γ)N ,
γ = n/N , and a cutoff κ > 0, if γ > 1− β(κ), K stands a chance of having
12Interestingly, the equations of motion for a sprinkling of O in 2d in the local theory
are such that a large number of points (roughly 50% and randomly scattered throughout
the sprinkling) do not appear in the linear relations defined by A at all. So as far as the
dynamics of the field is concerned these points effectively behave as if they weren’t part
of the causet. Surprisingly though, going to a cylinder topology seems to get rid of these
points, yet many of the peculiar results discussed so far continue to hold. Therefore it is
unclear whether there exists a connection between the infinite entropy and the existence
of such points.
13Note that for any κ > 0 there exists some n > 0 such that for N > n, β(κ) > 0.
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Figure 10: A plot of β vs. κ. Note that for large κ > κcrit the value of β is
approximately constant and close to 1. As κ decreases below κcrit the value
of β starts decreasing rapidly. This implies that for values of 0 < κ κcrit
valid Cauchy regions must be large, while for κcrit . κ < 1 they can be
relatively small. Note also that κcrit corresponds roughly to the point in the
spectrum of i∆ just before the kink.
zero entropy. Notice that the larger κ is, the smaller the Cauchy regions can
be while still having zero entropy.
Secondly, ∆κ is now (typically) a fully populated antisymmetric matrix
(provided the cutoff sets at least one pair of non-zero eigenvalues of ∆ to
zero which, for fixed κ > 0, is guaranteed to be true for sufficiently large N),
and since i∆κ = [φ, φ] this means we now have violations of microcausality.
Therefore, by introducing a cutoff on spec(∆) we have traded violations of
microcausality for “better” equations of motions.
One can think of the violations of microcausality as having effectively
turned the causet’s partial order into a total order, as far as the quantum
field is concerned. This can also be directly seen by looking at the “im-
proved” equations of motion of the field which now fail to respect the causal
structure of the underlying causal set.
This property of ∆κ implies that the algebra of any subregion of the
causal set now has trivial commutant. In the continuum microcausality
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implies that only Cauchy regions have trivial commutants, and their entropy
is zero if the state is pure. Translating this to the causal set would therefore
suggest that, since the commutant of any subregion is trivial, every subregion
effectively acts like a Cauchy region, and its entropy should therefore vanish.
A caveat to this argument is that the entropy of these subregions will be
zero only if the subregion is sufficiently large. This is because the equations
of motion are given by a finite number of linear relations (24) so that one
would not expect a subregion to be able to “support” enough initial data if
its size is smaller than N − β(κ)N .
Our numerical simulations do indeed show that the entropy of Wκ re-
stricted to any sufficiently large subset of the causet is zero. If the subset
is made smaller than N − β(κ)N then the entropy becomes non-zero and,
in fact, ill-defined/infinite for large enough N , where again we find that
ker ∆κ 6= kerRκ.
What should one do about the small subregions for which the entropy is
non-zero even after the deformation? Since numerical simulations show that
for large enough N , their entropy is again infinite because ker ∆κ 6= kerRκ, a
natural fix would be to introduce a secondary cutoff inside the subregion, like
the one discussed in Section 4.1.14 This is exactly what we did in Section 3,
except that we did not differentiate between large or small regions (large or
small relative to our choice of cutoff), and implemented a second cutoff in
the subregion irrespective of its size. This choice is the consistent one to
make if ultimately one wants to think of the subregions as embedded into
full Minkowski space.
An obvious question is whether a second cutoff should also be introduced
for Cauchy regions, since there too there will exist small regions for which
ker ∆κ 6= kerRκ. The answer here seems to be no, both if one considers the
analogous computation in the continuum, where a truncation of W inside
Cauchy regions is not needed in order to get a zero entropy, and the fact that
introducing a second cutoff again leads to a non-zero entropy that diverges
in the limit ` → 0. So, in this case, the fact that a small Cauchy region
has non-zero entropy simply means that it is too small to support the initial
data necessary for the equations of motion to be solved, and is therefore not
a problem that needs fixing.
14Another approach could be to increase κ in the full spacetime, but while this might
ensure that ker ∆κ = kerRκ for some of the smaller regions for which the equality was
initially violated, there will always be even smaller subregions for which the equality is still
violated. Thus, it appears that in order for arbitrarily small but finite subregions to have
a well-defined entropy one also needs to implement a second cutoff within the subregions.
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4.3 Recap
We can summarise the results of this section as follows. The SJ-vacuum
W , when restricted to proper subregions of the causal set, has infinite en-
tropy. This divergence arises from purely classical components of W , and
can interpreted as coming from the nontrivial centre of the operator algebra
associated to the subregion.
The types of subregions considered can be categorised into two classes:
Cauchy subregions, and non-Cauchy subregions. By comparison with the
continuum we expect the entropy of (sufficiently large) members of the for-
mer class to be zero, while the entropy of the latter should be non-zero.
One way to ensure that both these expectations are met is to deform the
global Wightman function into Wκ, and to implement a secondary cutoff for
any subregion that is not a Cauchy region. If κ is chosen such that in both
the full causet and the subcauset one eliminates the part of the spectrum
that grossly deviates from the expected continuum behvaiour, and scales
like N1/d in every dimension, then an area law is recovered for subregions
for which the area law is expected, and the entropy of all sufficiently large
Cauchy regions vanishes.
5 Summary and Discussion
We have numerically studied the entanglement entropy of subregions of
sprinklings of causal diamonds in 2, 3 and 4 dimensional Minkowski space-
time. The quantum field theories for which the entropy was computed were
constructed using the Sorkin–Johnston prescription from both local Green
functions and nonlocal Green functions parametrised by a nonlocality scale
lk. We provided strong numerical evidence that the entanglement entropy
for a subdiamond inside a larger sprinkled diamond in 2d, with cutoffs that
truncate the part of the spectrum of i∆ and W that grossly deviates from
the continuum’s behaviour both in the larger and smaller diamonds, satis-
fies the usual area law for both classes of theories with a coefficient that is
consistent with the known value in the continuum.
In higher dimensions and for the same setup we provided preliminary
evidence that the local theories are consistent with the usual area-law in
their respective dimensions, again when a double cutoff is implemented. For
the nonlocal theories our numerical results suggest that the divergence of
the entropy is weaker than for the local theories. We argued that this weaker
divergence is in accordance with the entanglement entropy of the continuum
limit of these nonlocal field theories also diverges less strongly as the cutoff
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scale is sent to zero. The preliminary numerical results in the causal set are
consistent with these continuum calculations.
Having established this correspondence with the area law in the contin-
uum when a double cutoff is introduced, we studied the effect of the two
cutoffs taken independently on two classes of subregions: Cauchy regions
and (globally hyperbolic) non-Cauchy regions. We provided evidence that
in the absence of any cutoff the entropy of (almost — see discussion af-
ter Eq. (25)) any proper subset of the causal set is infinite due to classical
components of the Wightman function that arise whenever kerR ⊂ ker ∆.
These infinite contributions can be ascribed to the Shannon entropy associ-
ated to the non-trivial centre of the operator algebra of the subregion, which
is known to be infinite in the case of normally distributed random variables.
We argued that a natural way to eliminate this divergence is to augment
kerR, so that it matches ker ∆, by implementing a local cutoff. Imposing
this matching condition trivialises the centre of the algebra by ensuring that
an irreducible representation of the algebra exists in which the non-trivial
elements of the centre are identically zero. Having implemented this con-
dition we found that the remaining entropy, which is now an entanglement
entropy, follows a spacetime volume law, rather than an area law, in all di-
mensions considered and for any subregion. We speculate that the same is
true in any dimensions for both local and nonlocal theories.
By further increasing the local cutoff (thus augmenting kerR and ker ∆
while preserving the matching condition), we found that the divergence of
the entanglement entropy with the discreteness scale weakens. In particular,
in 2d at least, if one forces the part of the spectrum that grossly deviates
from the continuum’s spectrum into the kernels of R and ∆, then an area
law is recovered (a logarithmic dependence), but with the wrong coefficient.
While this may be a welcome result for globally hyperbolic subregions that
are not Cauchy regions, it is not so for Cauchy regions for which one would
expect the entropy to be zero.
This major discrepancy between the entropy of Cauchy regions in the
causal set and in the continuum appears to stem from poorly defined equa-
tions of motion on the causal set which, in turn, is a consequence of the
smallness of ker ∆ on the causal set. Implementing a global cutoff on ∆
that augments its kernel before defining the SJ-vacuum, enhances the equa-
tions of motion at the expense of introducing violations of microcausality.
The effect of this enhancement introduced by the global cutoff is that now
sufficiently large Cauchy regions have zero entropy. While the effect of the
local cutoff is to ensure that the microcausality violations do not spoil the
finiteness and area law of the entanglement entropy of non-Cauchy subre-
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gions, irrespectively of their size.
These results, while shedding some light on the role played by the global
and local cutoffs, still leave many questions unanswered. The most pressing
of is the nature of the SJ vacuum, with and without the global cutoff.
Notice first that the global cutoff is not strictly needed if all one wants
is to make the entropy of subregions well defined, a local cutoff will suffice.
In its absence however, one must confront the fact that the algebras asso-
ciated to subregions of the causal set have non-trivial centres, something of
relevance even outside the context of entanglement entropy. This inordinate
degree of nonlocality appears to stem from poorly defined equations of mo-
tion but, as we have shown, can be contained by introducing a global cutoff
that enhances the equations of motion. The resulting (global) operator alge-
bra can now be meaningfully restricted to subregions, in the sense that the
algebras of the subregions admit irreducible representations, but at the ex-
pense of having introduced violations of microcausality. What’s remarkable
is that in the resulting theory the entropy of a subdiamond, when taken in
conjunction with a suitable choice of local cutoff, reproduces the continuum
result.
Assuming that all of our observations continue to hold as N →∞, while
holding the discreteness scale fixed, e.g. in the case of a sprinkling of infi-
nite Minkowski spacetime, and noting in particular that dim(ker ∆) → ∞
in this limit, we can argue that a global cutoff will not be necessary. To
this end note first that in the continuum limit of the 2d example considered
in [20], no global cutoff is required to ensure that the entropy Cauchy regions
vanishes.15 This is ultimately because the equations of motion establish an
equivalence between the algebras of Cauchy regions (including Cauchy sur-
faces) and the full algebra. Now in the infinite causal set a similar argument
can be made with the Klein-Gordon equations of the continuum replaced
by their discrete counterpart which, being infinite in number, should guar-
antee an equivalence between the global algebra and the algebras of Cauchy
regions (at least for “thick” Cauchy regions, if not for maximal antichains).
If true, this argument would imply that the global cutoff introduced in
this paper and in [24] is only needed for finite size causal sets. Note however
that when restricting the state defined on an infinite causet to a finite size
subregion we see no a priori reason why the matching condition should still
be satisfied. If it is not, then a local cutoff would once again be required
in order to make the entropy finite. Also, it seems plausible that within a
finite region the spectrum of ∆ will once again possess a part of the spectrum
15While this hasn’t been checked explicitly, it should hold by construction.
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that deviates from the continuum’s, in which case the spacetime volume law
would likely endure. Be that as it may, the peculiar features of the Sorkin-
Johnston vacuum for finite size causal sets exist and call for a more thorough
investigation
To conclude, it is interesting that the entropy of the SJ vacuum on the
causal set is infinite despite the underlying discreteness. Having argued
that it is ultimately a consequence of the global nature of the definition
of the SJ vacuum, together with its poorly defined equations of motion, it
is reasonable to expect that this will be a feature of SJ vacua on generic
discrete spacetimes (indeed we have results that confirm this in the case of
regular lattice discretisations of the 2d diamond). This begs the question
of whether there exist vacua on discrete spacetimes, other than the SJ-
vacuum defined from microcausality violating Pauli-Jordan functions, whose
restriction to subregions directly leads to a well-defined, finite entanglement
entropy. Given that the emergence of an area law seems to be tied with
the imposition of the two cutoffs studied here, one might wonder if and how
this law would be preserved should these vacua exist. Either way, these
findings will surely have relevant implications for the role and meaning of
entanglement entropy in black hole spacetimes.
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Appendices
A Entanglement entropy of nonlocal scalar fields
via the replica trick
In this appendix, we briefly review the computation of the entanglement
entropy of a quantum field using the replica trick [10, 18] and use it in the
case of the nonlocal scalar field theory emerging from CST in the continuum
limit in two, three and four spacetime dimensions.
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A.1 The replica trick
Let us consider a quantum field φ(x) on a d-dimensional spacetime with
coordinates xµ = (τ, x, zi, i = 1, ..., d − 2), where τ is the Euclidean time,
and a hypersurface Σ defined by the condition x = 0. The coordinates zi
are therefore the coordinates on Σ.
Entanglement entropy is computed by preparing the field in the vacuum
state and then tracing out the degrees of freedom which are inside (outside)
the surface Σ. The computation goes as follows.
First, we define the vacuum state of scalar field by a path integral over
half of the Euclidean space defined by τ ≤ 0 in such a way that the field
assumes the boundary condition φ(τ = 0, x, z) = φ0(x, z),
Φ[φ0(x, z)] =
∫
φ(xµ)|τ=0=φ0(x,z)
Dφ e−W [φ], (28)
where W [φ] is the action of the field. The surface Σ, given by (τ = 0, x = 0),
separates the boundary data in two parts φ−(x, z) for x < 0 and φ+(x, z)
for x > 0. Now tracing over φ−(x, z) one obtains a reduced density matrix
ρ(φ1+, φ
2
+) =
∫
Dφ− Φ(φ1+, φ−)Φ(φ2+, φ−), (29)
where the path integral goes over fields defined on the whole Euclidean
space-time except a cut (τ = 0, x > 0). In the path integral the field φ(xµ)
takes a boundary value φ2+ above the cut and φ
1
+ below the cut.
The trace of n-th power of the density matrix (29) is given by the Eu-
clidean path integral over fields defined on an n-sheeted covering of the cut
space-time. Essentially one considers n copies of this space-time attaching
one copy to the next through the cut gluing analytically the fields. Passing
from Cartesian coordinates (τ, x) to polar ones (r, α), the cut corresponds
to the values α = 2pik with k = 1, 2, ..., n. This n-fold space is geometrically
a flat cone Cn with a deficit angle 2pi(n− 1). Therefore one has
Trρn = Z[Cn], (30)
where Z[Cn] is the Euclidean path integral over the n-fold cover of the
Euclidean space, i.e. over the cone Cn.
It can be shown that it is possible in (30) to analytically continue to
non-integer values of n→ β. With that said, one observes that −Trρˆ ln ρˆ =
−(β∂β − 1) ln ρβ|β=1, where ρˆ = ρTrρ . In polar coordinates (r, α), the conical
space Cβ is defined by making the coordinate α periodic with the period
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2piβ, where (1 − β) is very small. Then introducing W (β) = lnZ[Cβ], one
has
S = (β∂β − 1)W (β)|β=1. (31)
At this point in order to calculate W (β) one can use the heat kernel method
in the context of manifolds with conical singularities (see [18] and references
therein).
Once the effective action W (β) is calculated, the entanglement entropy
is simply given by the following formula
S =
A(Σ)
12(4pi)(d−2)/2
∫ ∞
2
ds
s
Pd−2(s), (32)
where  is a UV cut-off that makes the integral finite (s has dimensions of a
length squared) and
Pd−2(s) =
2
Γ(d−22 )
∫ ∞
0
dp pd−3 e−sF (p
2). (33)
F (p2) is the Fourier transform of kinetic operator of a non-interacting
Lorentz invariant scalar field theory.
A.2 The case of the nonlocal scalar field theories from CST
We will now apply the procedure described above to the case of nonlocal
scalar field theories from CST. In particular we will consider the continuum
d’Alembertians obtained by averaging the operators (8) over all sprinklings
of Minkowski spacetime. The result of the averaging process is given by the
following expression
(d)ρk φ(x) = ρ
2/d
aφ(x) + ρ Lmax∑
n=0
bn
n!
∫
J−(x)
e−ρV (x,y) [ρV (x, y)]n φ(y) dy
 ,
(34)
where ρk = l
−d
k , lk being the nonlocality scale, J
−(x) is the causal past of
x and V (x, y) is the spacetime volume between the past light cone of x and
the future light cone of y.
Following the discussion in [2], the momentum space representation of
(34) can be considered for p2  ρ−2/dk (IR limit) and p2  ρ−2/dk (UV limit).
The former is universal and given by
Fρk(p
2)→ −p2, for p2  ρ−2/dk , (35)
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while the latter depends on the spacetime dimensions and can be given as
Fρk(p
2)→ a ρ2/dk + b ρ2/d+1k k−d + ..., for p2  ρ−2/dk . (36)
From Eq.(36), one can see that the nonlocal d’Alembertian goes to a
constant in the UV. This term correspons to a delta function for the Green
functions in real space in the coincident limit and it is essentially a remnant
of the fundamental discreteness of the causal set (see the discussion in [2]).
This term can be subtracted and one can define a regularized d’Alembertian
operator as
Freg(p
2) =
a ρ
2/d
k Fρk(p
2)
a ρ
2/d
k − Fρk(p2)
. (37)
The operator (37) maintains the correct IR limit given by Eq.(35) and
possesses the new UV behavior displayed by the following expression
Freg → −a
2
b
ρ
2/d−1
k p
d + ..., for p2  ρ−2/dk . (38)
In order to compute the entanglement entropy via the replica trick we need
to Wick rotate the operator Freg or, equivalently, its retarded propagator.
However this cannot be done on the retarded propagator because the con-
tour, ΓR, would cross singularities. To avoid this problem one must use the
Feynman propagator whose contour can be Wick rotated without crossing
any singularities (see [4, 19, 5] for further details).
A.2.1 IR and UV behavior of the entanglement entropy
The behavior of (37) for p2  ρ2/dk , for negligible nonlocal effects, is given
by eq.(35). Hence the entanglement entropy computed solely on the basis
of this contribution scales with the area of the surface Σ. In particular, in
d = 2, 3, 4, the entropy is given by
S
(2)
loc =
1
6
A(Σ) ln (L/)
S
(3)
loc =
A(Σ)
12
√
pi
1

S
(4)
loc =
A(Σ)
48pi
1
2
,
(39)
where L is a IR cutoff and  is a UV cutoff needed to make the entanglement
entropy finite.
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In the UV the entropy is dominated by the UV behavior of the momen-
tum space d’Alembertian. For d = 2, 3, 4 the expansion of (37) in the limit
p2  ρ2/dk is given by the following expressions
F (2)(p2)→ −p
2
2
,
F (3)(p2)→ − p
3
ρ
1/3
k
,
F (4)(p2)→ − p
4
ρ
1/2
k
.
(40)
By using (40) in (32) and (33), one can estimate the leading contribution
to the entanglement entropy in the limit p2  ρ2/dk for the nonlocal models
in the continuum. The results are
S
(2)
UV ∝ A(Σ) ln (L/) ,
S
(3)
UV ∝
A(Σ)
2/3 l
1/3
k
,
S
(4)
UV ∝
A(Σ)
 lk
.
(41)
In d = 3, 4, the scaling of the entropy with respect to the cutoff  is
weaker with respect to the local case due to the presence of the nonlocality
scale. In d = 2, the nonlocality scale does not enter the UV expansion of the
wave operator, hence the leading contribution to the entanglement entropy
in the UV is untouched with respect to the local theory.
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